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Vehicle Networking 
 How does CAN fit into a vehicle?

 CAN is used to transmit data at a high rate from one node to any other node on a single communication 
channel or bus. For example, engine RPM from an engine Electronic Control Unit (ECU) is sent out on the 
bus and read by an instrument cluster and transmission ECU, because both are on the same CAN bus. 

 What types of nodes commonly exist?

 A CAN node is any device that communicates on a CAN network. Examples of CAN nodes are engine 
ECU’s, high voltage battery management systems, and instrument clusters/driver gauges. There are many 
others. When monitoring CAN bus traffic in a vehicle, the hardware added to monitor counts as another 
node to the bus and must conform to that network’s speed and termination requirements.  

 What type of data is likely to be passed?

 Most vehicle data is passed on a CAN bus, especially data that is useful to another node. 

 SAE requirements for OBDII dictate that some signals such as vehicle speed, engine speed, and throttle 
position are all available on the CAN connection to the vehicle’s On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) port

 In modern vehicles, most sensors and actuators result in a CAN signal. For example, vehicle speed is 
measured at each wheel, typically using a hall effect sensor. This speed is directly measured by the hall 
effect sensor of the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). The ABS then converts the four wheel speeds in to 
CAN messages / signals and broadcasts this information to other controllers. This is a good way to 
determine vehicle dynamics and modify engine power output or maybe in concert with an accelerometer to 
provide stability control. 
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Vehicle Networking

Example CAN Bus Schematic

The above example shows Penn State’s hybrid-electric Malibu CAN bus architecture. Note, this vehicle utilizes three 

different CAN buses with two different data rates, i.e. 500 kbps and 250 kbps. Penn State chose to add two additional 

CAN buses to the production vehicle to avoid interference with existing messages and potential bus overloading.  When 

adding components to a bus, it is critical to confirm operation at the intended bus speed. In this case, all but one 

component had the option to communicate at 500 kbps. Since a bus can not have components communicating at 

different speeds, a third bus was added to accommodate the 250 kbps component. Some devices with multiple channels 

can be utilized as gateways to transfer signals from one bus to another. The Master Vehicle Controller, shown above, is 

a good example and a perfect component to access all three networks as it needs information and control access to all 

vehicle components. 
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Section 1

Overview of In Vehicle Serial Data Communication Networks
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In Vehicle Serial Data Networks

 Discrete / Digital Signals

A physical signal represented by discrete  values. These values, such as 0 
and 1, are represented typically by 0 and 5V analog voltages. 

 Serial Networks

Serial networks use similar discrete or digital signals but can also share a 
common bus. With this bus communication of multiple devices, using the 
same signals is made possible. 
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In Vehicle Serial Data Networks

 Why use serial networks instead of discrete signaling?

 Having a large wire bundle increases cost

 Having a large wire bundle increases weight

 Extra wire and extra connection pins adds failure points

 Extra data parameters can be added late in development by 
firmware instead of physical harness changes

 Common Vehicle Data Networks

 Controller Area Network (CAN)

 Local Interconnect Network (LIN)

 FlexRay
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Other Serial Data Networks

 J1850

 Old Standard

 A 41.6Kbps Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) two wire differential, or 

 10.4Kbps Variable Pulse Width (VPW) single wire approach. 

 Supports 32 Nodes

 Being phased-out

 Class B protocol

 Keyword2000 (KWP200)

 May still be found on 3rd party engines

 Vehicle Area Network (VAN)

 Rare
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Controller Area Network (CAN)

 Developed by Bosch in 1980's

 Multi-Master architecture where any node can transmit and all nodes can 
receive all data

 CAN supports data rates up to 1Mbps

 Features high noise immunity

 Provides flexibility in design implementation

 Number of data bytes

 Assignment of multiple IDs based on network need

 Pervasive in automotive industry

 Covered in great detail later in this presentation 
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Local Interconnect Network (LIN)

 Low cost alternative to CAN for low speed serial communications

 Uses single wire instead of twisted pair

 Single ended transceiver instead of differential device

 Low speed operation reduces reference clock precision (e.g. high speed CAN timing 
typically requires expensive crystal oscillator, low speed LIN can be timed used inexpensive 
on-chip RC oscillator)

 Master/slave topology

 Supports up to 1 master and 16 slave nodes (standard form, non-standard variants 
exist)

 Supports 19.2 kbps data rate in standard form

 GM standard low speed LIN components use data rate of 33.3 kbps for devices such as navigation/radio 
units and between driver gauges and vehicle body controllers. Typically used on only low priority, non-
powertrain components.

 Uses single ended connection
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FlexRay

 Designed to be faster and more robust than CAN

 Costlier to implement than CAN

 Due to complexity of transceiver circuits

 Due to clock oscillator stability/drift requirements

 Uses twisted pair cable

 Operates up to 20 Mbps data rate

 FlexRay consortium has dissolved and adoption has stalled

 Likely to be replaced with Ethernet for high data rate, low priority in-
vehicle data like infotainment applications
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Section 2

Controller Area Network (CAN)

In-Depth Discussion
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Lets Start with Basic Terminology...

 Any device connected to the CAN serial data network is called a Node

 Nodes are connected to a common network, each to the same set of 
parallel wires, and that network is called a Bus

 Any time a node transmits data onto the bus, it is in the form of a Frame
which includes the actual data itself and information (i.e. the length of the 
data, error checking bits, etc.) about the frame called a Header

 Each transmitted frame contains data which is a Message

 The message has an Identifier (ID) which the nodes use to determine 
what the message contains and if they need to pay attention to it
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Important Fundamental 
Concepts

 CAN messages are structured to identify the contents of the 
message, not the sender or the recipient

 Differs from most types of networks you may be familiar with

 Some higher-level protocols which operate on top of CAN provide 
information about senders and recipients

 Each unique message has an individual priority

 Any node can transmit 

 There is no master node which controls access to the bus

 Bus access is control by message priority
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CAN Architecture: 

 CAN is a multi-master system 

 Any node, in theory, can transmit or receive messages

 Manufacturers determine if a particular node will transmit, receive, or 
both

 CAN is CSMA/CA architecture

 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) means that nodes sense that 
the bus is free and then transmit their data

 Collision Avoidance (CA) means that nodes have a way of detecting if 
another node is trying to transmit and avoiding the transmission of 
conflicting data (a collision)
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CAN Architecture:

 CAN messages are prioritized

 System designers give higher priority to certain messages such that in 
the event of a conflict, the higher priority message continues 
uninterrupted and the lower priority message waits for the bus to 
become free 
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Message IDs vs Node Address

 CAN is message-centric, not node-centric

 Messages are identified by their ID – the contents of the message –
and not by an address of a sender or receiver

 It is the responsibility of the nodes to know which messages they 
should transmit and which ones they should listen to

 Nodes have no addresses

 Caveat: Some higher-level protocols implemented on top of CAN – the 
Network layer of the OSI model and above – do assign addresses to 
nodes as part of their application (i.e. CANopen)
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CAN Standardization

 CAN 2.0A – Low Speed: ISO11519

 CAN 2.0B – High Speed: ISO11898

 CAN Validation Standard ISO16845

 SAE 250 kbps CAN J1939

 SAE Single Wire CAN 2411
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CAN 2.0A

 Standardized as ISO 11519

 Supports 125 kbps

 Supports bus length up to 500 meters
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CAN 2.0B

 Standardized as ISO 11898

 Supports 1000 kbps

 Supports bus length up to 40 meters
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CAN FD

 In 2012, Bosch released a specification for CAN with a 
Flexible Data-Rate (CAN FD)

 CAN FD supports CAN 2.0B during the migration to FD

 Allows up to 64 bytes of data compared to the 8 bytes of 
CAN 2.0A/B

 Uses standard bus speed for arbitration then switches to 
a higher bit transmission rate for data, then back to the 
standard speed prior to the CRC field. 

http://www.bosch-semiconductors.de/media/pdf_1/canliteratur/can_fd_spec.pdf
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SAE J1939

 CAN communication protocol used for commercial and 
heavy vehicles. Similar to the light vehicle OBDII bus. 

 Replaces J1708 and J1587

 Many vehicle test equipment and component 
manufactures support J1939

 Commonly used in many vehicle components so often 
found on light vehicle applications such as research 
vehicles and components or laboratory test equipment. 

 NOT used on light weight production vehicles
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SAE J1939

 Society of Automotive Engineers Standard is the chief 
authority on J1939 CAN standards

 Defines upper 5 layers of the OSI model

 All J1939 data uses full 8 byte frames with extended 
addressing

 A Parameter Group Number which indexes the data is 
part of the Message ID and correlates to data type and 
source
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Frame Types and Structure

 Standard CAN

 Extended CAN

 Several Message Types

 Data

 Remote

 Error

 Overload

 In general, only data message types are used.
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Standard vs. Extended CAN

 There are two types of data frames in CAN – Standard 
and Extended

 The only difference to a user is how many distinct 
message ID's are available

 Standard CAN has an 11 bit long ID, Extended CAN a 
29 bit ID

 Standard and Extended frames can coexist on the same 
network without problems
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How Many Message IDs Are 
There?

 Standard

 11 Bits in Message ID

 211 Messages IDs

 2,048 Messages IDs

 Extended

 29 Bits in Message ID

 229 Messages IDs

 536,870,912 Messages IDs
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In CAN, 0's Dominate

 In CAN, the state of the bus can be described as either a dominant 
bit state or recessive bit state

 Dominant vs. recessive is enabled by the physical layer 
implementation of weak pull-ups

 The natural state of the bus, with no nodes transmitting, is 
recessive

 Dominant bits overwrite recessive bits

 When a node is not transmitting, it maintains a recessive output 
which can be overwritten by transmitters asserting a dominant bit

 If Node A attempts to write a recessive 1 to the bus and Node B 
attempts to write a dominant 0 to the bus, the dominant 0 wins
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Why Do Dominant and 
Recessive Bits Matter?

 The fact that some bits are dominant and some are recessive 
provides two key features of CAN

 Dominant bits allow more message prioritization and bus arbitration 
simultaneously

 Dominant bits allow receivers to overwrite recessive acknowledge 
bits to report errors
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Contention and Arbitration

 CAN uses non-destructive, prioritized bit-wise bus arbitration

 The process of nodes taking control of the bus and beginning 
transmission is called contention

 If the bus is being used, a node must wait for the bus transmitter to 
finish and the bus to become idle before transmitting

 When two nodes see that the bus is idle and begin transmitting at 
the exact same time, there if a conflict

 If one node does not stop, there would be a collision
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Contention and Arbitration

 How is the conflict detected?

 Nodes monitor the bus state and know what they are trying to transmit

 When the node tries to transmit a recessive 1 and sees that the bus 
state is being driven to a dominant 0, it knows that some other node is 
transmitting or the bus is in an error state

 Which node stops transmitting?

 This is where the priority of the message IDs happens

 Recall that a message ID of 0 is the highest priority
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Bus Arbitration

 Lets do this by way of example...

 Assume 3 nodes with IDs, in hexadecimal, of 0x525, 
0x522, and 0x 521 all begin transmitting simultaneously

 The IDs are sent first after a single start bit

 We expect the lowest ID, 0x521 to win control of the bus

 The data for the IDs looks like this...
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Bus Arbitration Example 

000 0 0 0

00

0 0

1 1 1 1

1

1

000 0 01 1 1

000 0 01 1 1

1
0x525

[CANH-CANL]

0x522

[CANH-CANL]

0x521

[CANH-CANL]
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Bus Arbitration Example 

000 0 0 0

00

0 0

1 1 1 1

1

1

000 0 01 1 1

000 0 01 1 1

1

Bus State Identical

0x525

[CANH-CANL]

0x522

[CANH-CANL]

0x521

[CANH-CANL]
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Bus Arbitration

 Notice that for the first (most significant) 8 bits of 
transmission, all nodes transmit the same thing, none 
see conflict

 At the 9th bit, Node A, transmitting 0x525, attempts to 
transmit a recessive 1 but sees the bus is being held to 
a dominant zero

 Node A infers that another node is attempting to transmit 
a higher priority message and ceases transmission 
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Bus Arbitration Example 

000 0 0 0
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1 1 1 1
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Bus Arbitration

 At the 10th bit, Node B, transmitting 0x522, attempts to 
transmit a recessive 1 but sees the bus is being held to 
a dominant zero

 Node B infers that another node is attempting to 
transmit a higher priority message and ceases 
transmission 
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Bus Arbitration Example 

000 0 0 0

00

0 0

1 1 1 1

1

1

000 0 01 1 1

000 0 01 1 1
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Bus State Identical

0x525

[CANH-CANL]
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[CANH-CANL]
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Bus Arbitration

 Finally, Node C, transmitting ID 0x521, continues 
transmission of the message alone with no error and no 
interference

 This is what is meant by non-destructive arbitration

 The bus is allocated to the highest priority message 
being sent without that node ever having to stop 
transmission or experiencing an error condition
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Bus Arbitration Example 

000 0 0 0

00

0 0

1 1 1 1

1

1

000 0 01 1 1

000 0 01 1 1

1
0x525

0x522

0x521

Bus
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What's in a Frame?

 The Message ID indicating contents

 Information about the frame like the length of the data

 The Data itself

 A checksum that allows the receiver to check for errors

 An acknowledgement which gives receivers an 
opportunity to report errors
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Standard Frame
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 Start of Frame (SOF)

 Single bit field

 Dominant to signal start of frame

 Any node who sees the bus to be idle can assert the 
dominant SOF to begin transmitting
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Standard Frame

 Message Identifier (ID)

 11 bit field

 Range from 0x000 to 0x7FF (0 to 2047)

 Messages are prioritized, 0 being the highest priority 
message which wins arbitration
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Standard Frame
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 Remote Transmit Request (RTR)

 Single bit field

 Dominant when frame is a remote request frame

 Recessive when frame is standard frame

 Remote frames are used rarely in current automotive 
CAN applications
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Standard Frame
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 Identifier Extension (IDE) Bit

 Single bit field

 Signals the use of extended or standard frames

 Dominant bit indicates standard frame

 Recessive indicates extended frame (more on 
extended frames later – stay tuned...)
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Standard Frame
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 Reserved Bit 0 (R0)

 Reserved bit for future standard adoption

 Ignored by receiver
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Standard Frame
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 Data Length Code (DLC)

 4 bit field

 Used to indicate the number of data bytes in binary 
form (i.e. 0x1 for one data byte, 0x03 for three bytes, 
etc.)
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Standard Frame
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 Data Bytes

 Up to 8 byes of data can be transmitted

 Length of data determined by DLC value
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Standard Frame
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 Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)

 16 bit field

 Includes 15 bits of CRC checksum result plus 1 bit delimiter

 Calculated using the CRC generator polynomial X15 + X14 + 
X10 + X8 + X7 + X4 + X3 + 1

 Typically calculated by hardware module, transparent to user
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Standard Frame
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 Acknowledgement (ACK)

 2 bit field

 Sending node writes first bit as a recessive

 Receiving nodes which verify the CRC and overwrite this 
recessive bit with a dominant

 This means that at least ONE receiving node must 
acknowledge the frame or the transmitter assumes an error

 Second bit of the field is a delimiter
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Standard Frame
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 End of Frame (EOF)

 7 bit field

 Indicates the end of frame
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Standard Frame
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 Inter Frame Space (IFS)

 A period equivalent to 7 bits where no node is 
permitted to transmit

 Provided for processing time of received messages

 After the IFS has elapsed, a node may again attempt 
to transmit
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Extended Frame

 Most fields identical to Standard Frame

 SOF - CRC

 R0 - ACK

 DLC - EOF

 Data - IFS
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Extended Frame

 29 bit Message ID is broken into the first 11 (most 
significant) bits, in the same position as standard, and 
then the second 18 bit (least significant) segment  after 
the  Substitute Remote Request (SRR) and (recessive) 
Identifier Extension bits
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Extended Frame

 Extended frames use a SRR bit in place of what would 
be the RTR bit in a standard frame

 This is a junk bit to facilitate compatibility with standard 
frames
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Extended Frame

 The RTR bit is placed after the least significant 18 bits 
of the extended ID

 An additional Reserved R1 bit for future standards is 
added
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Physical Layer Details

 Typically implemented with Un-shielded Twisted Pair 
(single pair) of 120 characteristic impedance

 Terminated with 120 ohm resistors at each end of the 
bus to minimize reflections from the impedance 
discontinuity presented by the open circuit at the bus 
terminus

 Most common physical layer standard definition is found 
in ISO11898-2

 Standard allows common-mode voltage offset range of -
7V to +12V

 NRZ encoding
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Differential Signaling

000 0 0 01 1 1 11 1 01

CANH

CANL

Digital 

Data
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Transceiver Block Diagram
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Bus Fault Detection

 Message errors are detected with the use of the CRC 
calculation and transmission of the checksum

 Calculated using the CRC generator polynomial X15 + 
X14 + X10 + X8 + X7 + X4 + X3 + 1

 Fault detection is almost always handled at hardware 
level

 Probability of an undetected fault is approximately 4.7 
x10-11
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Timing and Synchronization

 CAN bus uses only data lines, there is no clock

 Because there is no clock telling the receiver where one 
bit begins and the next ends, the clock must be 
extracted from the data

 Clock recovery requires all devices on bus operate at 
same speed and that that speed is known a prior by all 
devices on the bus
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Bit-Stuffing

 CAN does not have a clock wire, it must extract the 
clock position by looking for edges – transitions 
between one and zero

 Receivers must see transitions in bus state periodically 
to maintain timing

 In cases where there are large strings of continuous 
ones or zeros in the data, the CAN controllers must add 
extra junk-bits of the opposite polarity to provide an 
artificial transition to facilitate timing (clock recovery)

 This process is called “stuffing”
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Bit-Stuffing

 A bit of opposite polarity is automatically added by the transmitters 
after every single instance of 5 consecutive ones or zeros

 A receiver which reads a string of 5 consecutive ones or zeroes 
knows that the next bit will be a junk stuff bit and automatically 
discards the stuffed bit which follows the string of 5

 If a sixth consecutive bit appears at the receiver, the controller 
interprets this as a bus error since this should never happen 

 Some CAN diagnostic tools will report this specifically as a stuff error
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Section 3

Vector CANoe Hardware and Software Application 

Quick Start Guide
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Vehicle Diagnostics with CAN
Using Vector CANtech products

This section will detail the process of using Vector CANtech products to 
setup, monitor, send, and log CAN data. This is a necessary skill for 
working with modern controllers and components as they usually require 
a CAN interface.

This section will also cover how to create and use the following 
documents:

 CAN database files [.dbc]: Either user written from supplied manual or supplied 
directly by component manufacturer

 Vector CANtech CANoe Configuration file [.cfg]: Usually user written

Install CANoe on your PC. 

A free demo is available at:  http://vector.com/
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Database file - .DBC

A CAN database file is used to map the details of CAN communication 
discussed in previous sections… ,i.e.. CAN ID and the 0 to 8 Bytes of 
data

Note, most CAN tools work in hexadecimal instead of decimal numbers. 
You can use windows calculator, or many other online tools, to convert 
between the two formats. In CANoe one could select either.

Lets assume Intel Bit order. Least Significant Bit (LSB) first….

Lets start by mapping some CAN message….assuming we need to 
communicate with an electric motor system by sending and receiving 
CAN messages. It’s user manual recommends the use of two messages, 
Control [0x100h] and Status [0x111].
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Using the windows calculator in programmer mode

 + r (to open the run window)

Use of the calculator to convert between Hex, Dec, and Binary (Bin)

Open and setup process… 
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Lets assume this is the information provided by the component supplier

Command Frame:

• CAN ID = 0x100h 0x and h indicate that 100 is hexadecimal

• Signals…

• Throttle = Unsigned 16 bit variable with the start bit of 0 in the 0x100h CAN ID

• Factor = 0.01 [% throttle] indicating the resolution of one bit

• So, 1 bit = 0.01 % and 10,000 bits or 0x2710h or 10011100010000 = 100.00% throttle. 

• Brake = Unsigned 16 bit variable with start bit of 16 in 0x100h CAN ID

• Factor = 0.01 indicating the resolution of one bit is same as above

• Enable = 1 bit with a start bit of 32

• [1 = ON, 0 = OFF]

No spaces allowed, instead use an underscore… “_”

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Using the data from the previous slide create a new CANdb++ file and 
map the “Command” frame.

Step 1: Open CANdb++ Editor and create a new Database

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 2: Select the appropriate template, default to “Empty Template”

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 3: Name the database file

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 4: Create a new message by right clicking “Messages” on the left 
menu screen of CANdb++ Editor

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 5: Populate with supplied details…. Reference the previous slides 
in this section and earlier in this document. A Help button is also 
available at the bottom of this screen in CANdb++.

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 6: Create a new signal, right click “Signals” on the left menu

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 7: Populate with supplied details for “throttle” using the information 
previously detailed in this section. Select Help from the CANdb++ 
window for more info.

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 8: Repeat for Brake and Enable signals

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 9: Create a Value Table for Enable
9.1 – Select Value Table view as seen below

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 9: Create a Value Table for Enable
9.2 – Right click and add new table

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 9: Create a Value Table for Enable
9.3 – Name the table

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 9: Create a Value Table for Enable
9.5 – Select Value Descriptions and insert known values

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 10: Return to Overview

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 11: Assign signals to their message
11.1. Right click “Message“
11.2. select “Edit Message”

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Step 11: Continued
11.3. select “Signals” tab
11.4. select “Add” button, add the three signals of this message 

Note, the signals start bit can be edited from the overview page

Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”
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Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”

Step 12: Select “Signals” on the left menu and confirm all signal data
matches the definition detailed earlier in this section
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Database file - .DBC
Example of mapping a frame – “Command”

Step 13: Verify signals have been mapped correctly to the message
13.1. Right click “Message“
13.2. select “Edit Message”
13.3. Select the “Layout” tab
13.4. Confirm mapping….
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Database file - .DBC
Mapping a frame – “Status”

Follow the same procedure for mapping the status frame

Status Frame: CAN ID = 0x111h 0x and h indicate that 111 is hexadecimal

Signals… No spaces aloud, instead use an underscore… “_”

• Battery_Current = Signed 16 bit variable with the start bit of 0 

• Factor = 0.1 [Amps] indicating the resolution of one bit

• So, 1 bit = 0.1 Amps. Note this is a signed value…. 

• Signed value reference http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signed_number_representations

• Battery_Voltage = Unsigned 16 bit variable with the start bit of 16 

• Factor = 0.1 [Volts] indicating the resolution of on bit, same as above

• Motor_Current = Signed 16 bit variable with the start bit of 32 

• Factor = 0.1 [Amps] indicating the resolution of one bit

• Motor_Speed = Signed 8 bit variable with the start bit of 48

• Factor = 100 [RPM] indicating the resolution of one bit

• Motor_Direction = Unsigned 8 bit variable with a start bit of 56

• [0 = Neutral,1= Clockwise, 2 = Counter Clockwise]
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Database file - .DBC
Complete database file
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 1: Open CANoe…. Select “File”, then “New Configuration”
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 2: Select “Default” Template
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 3: Select the “Configuration” tab on bottom…
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 4: Add a CAN database to preferred channel by right clicking 
“Database” in the Simulation Setup window
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 5: Select “Analysis” tab, then Add mapped signals to the data 
window by right clicking in the window and selecting “Add Signals…”
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 6: Continued….
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 7: Add mapped signals to the graph window by right clicking in the 
window (left menu of Graph) and selecting “Add Signals…”
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Monitoring setup is complete…. Now lets add the ability to send 
messages.
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 8: Add an interactive generator to the “Simulation Setup” by right 
clicking the black and red lines in the left menu and selecting “Insert 
Interactive Generator Block”
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 9: Double click the new block “IG” then select “New” from the new 
GUI to add a new CAN message. For this example we will select the 
control message.
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Configuration file - .CFG
Setup

Step 10: When CANoe is running, this block can be used to modify and 
send these signals. Note, the units and conversion from engineering 
units to raw CAN or HEX values is automatic. Use the “Now” button to 
send a single message or the check box to repeat.
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The tool is now setup to both monitor and send the CAN messages 
previously defined. Note, this slide show only shows the simple functions 

of the tools. There are many more features to explore once the basics 
are mastered. 

See the following slides to setup your hardware….
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Vector Hardware Setup
CANCase xl, xl log or VN series

First, ensure the proper hardware drivers are installed. Drivers are 
available from http://vector.com/

Then, in CANoe, select “Configuration” and “Network Hardware”
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Vector Hardware Setup
CANCase xl, xl log or VN series

Use this GUI to set the CAN bus speed for each channel …
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Section 4

Resources and References
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CAN-Specific Recommended 
Reading

Book – Voss, Wilfred. “A Comprehensive Guide to Controller Area 
Network,”

Application Note – Texas Instruments, “Introduction to the Controller 
Area Network (CAN)” Number SLOA101, Aug 2002, 
http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sloa101a/sloa101a.pdf

Application Note – Microchip Technologies, “Controller Area Network 
(CAN) Basic,” Number AN713, 1999, 
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/AppNotes/00713a.pdf

Application Note – Analog Devices, “Controller Area Network (CAN) 
Implementation Guide,” Number AN-1123, Feb 2012, 
http://www.analog.com/static/imported-files/application_notes/AN-
1123.pdf
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Should You Wish to Tinker...
 Several automotive grade microcontrollers have integrated 

hardware CAN controllers and transceivers making them easy to 
experiment with

 Many have lost cost development boards and coding tool chains 
which allow experimentation to better understand CAN

 Low level tinkering is encouraged to build an understanding of the 
protocol

 Example Hardware: 

 LPC11C24 ARM M0 microcontroller from NXP with on-chip CAN 
controller and CAN transceiver – Complete LPCxpresso dev kit 
available for ~$20 USD with free tool chain

 PIC ChipKIT MAX32 from Microchip/Digilent available for ~$50 USD 
uses restricted MPLAB tool chain

 You can find others if you search!
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Other CAN resources from Vector

Reference Vector CANtech user manuals for additional details 

CANoe:
http://www.vector.com/portal/medien/cmc/manuals/CANoe75_Manual_E
N.pdf

CAPL:
http://vector.com/portal/medien/vector_cantech/faq/ProgrammingWithCA
PL.pdf

CAPL is a powerful tool and strongly recommended but please first 
master the CAN basics presented in this document. 

Another resource for introduction to CAN communication: 
http://elearning.vector.com/vl_index_en.html
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